ENCYCLICAL LETTER LAUDATO SI’
OF THE HOLY FATHER FRANCIS ON CARE FOR OUR COMMON HOME
Faced as we are with global environmental deterioration, I wish to address every
person living on this planet... I would like to enter into dialogue with all people about
our common home [3]
A CARESS OF GOD
Our insistence that each human being is an image of God should not make us overlook
the fact that each creature has its own purpose. None is superfluous. The entire
material universe speaks of God’s love, his boundless affection for us. Soil, water,
mountains – everything is, as it were, a caress of God. The history of our friendship
with God is always linked to particular places which take on an intensely personal
meaning; we all remember places, and revisiting those memories does us much good.
Anyone who has grown up in the hills or used to sit by the spring to drink, or played
outdoors in the neighbourhood square – going back to these places is a chance to
recover something of their true selves. [84]
OPENING OF THE ENCYCLICAL: EARTH AS OUR SISTER AND OUR MOTHER
“LAUDATO SI’, mi’ Signore” – “Praise be to you, my Lord”. In the words of this beautiful
canticle, Saint Francis of Assisi reminds us that our common home is like a sister with
whom we share our life and a beautiful mother who opens her arms to embrace us.
“Praise be to you, my Lord, through our Sister, Mother Earth, who sustains and
governs us, and who produces various fruit with coloured flowers and herbs”.This sister
now cries out to us because of the harm we have inflicted on her by our irresponsible
use and abuse of the goods with which God has endowed her. We have come to see
ourselves as her lords and masters, entitled to plunder her at will. The violence present
in our hearts, wounded by sin, is also reflected in the symptoms of sickness evident in
the soil, in the water, in the air and in all forms of life. This is why the earth herself,
burdened and laid waste, is among the most abandoned and maltreated of our poor;
she “groans in travail” (Rom 8:22). We have forgotten that we ourselves are dust of the
earth (cf. Gen 2:7); our very bodies are made up of her elements, we breathe her air
and we receive life and refreshment from her waters. [1-2]
ON ST FRANCIS OF ASSISI: FALLING IN LOVE WITH CREATION
Just as happens when we fall in love with someone, whenever he would gaze at the
sun, the moon or the smallest of animals, he burst into song, drawing all other
creatures into his praise...if we approach nature and the environment without this
openness to awe and wonder, if we no longer speak the language of fraternity and
beauty in our relationship with the world, our attitude will be that of masters,
consumers, ruthless exploiters, unable to set limits on their immediate needs. By
contrast, if we feel intimately united with all that exists, then sobriety and care will well
up spontaneously. The poverty and austerity of Saint Francis were no mere veneer of
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asceticism, but something much more radical: a refusal to turn reality into an object
simply to be used and controlled. [11]
APPEAL FOR A NEW DIALOGUE ABOUT HOW WE ARE SHAPING THE FUTURE
The urgent challenge to protect our common home includes a concern to bring the
whole human family together to seek a sustainable and integral development, for we
know that things can change. The Creator does not abandon us; he never forsakes his
loving plan or repents of having created us. Humanity still has the ability to work
together in building our common home. Here I want to recognize, encourage and thank
all those striving in countless ways to guarantee the protection of the home which we
share. Particular appreciation is owed to those who tirelessly seek to resolve the tragic
effects of environmental degradation on the lives of the world’s poorest. Young people
demand change. They wonder how anyone can claim to be building a better future
without thinking of the environmental crisis and the sufferings of the excluded.
I urgently appeal, then, for a new dialogue about how we are shaping the future of our
planet. We need a conversation which includes everyone, since the environmental
challenge we are undergoing, and its human roots, concern and affect us all. The
worldwide ecological movement has already made considerable progress and led to
the establishment of numerous organizations committed to raising awareness of these
challenges. Regrettably, many efforts to seek concrete solutions to the environmental
crisis have proved ineffective, not only because of powerful opposition but also
because of a more general lack of interest. [13-14]
ACKNOWLEDGING OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE DISFIGUREMENT OF
CREATION
Patriarch Bartholomew has spoken in particular of the need for each of us to repent of
the ways we have harmed the planet, for “inasmuch as we all generate small
ecological damage”, we are called to acknowledge “our contribution, smaller or greater,
to the disfigurement and destruction of creation”. He has repeatedly stated this firmly
and persuasively, challenging us to acknowledge our sins against creation: “For human
beings... to destroy the biological diversity of God’s creation; for human beings to
degrade the integrity of the earth by causing changes in its climate, by stripping the
earth of its natural forests or destroying its wetlands; for human beings to contaminate
the earth’s waters, its land, its air, and its life – these are sins”. For “to commit a crime
against the natural world is a sin against ourselves and a sin against God” [8}
URGENT NEED FOR POLICIES TO REDUCE EMISSIONS
Many of those who possess more resources and economic or political power seem
mostly to be concerned with masking the problems or concealing their symptoms,
simply making efforts to reduce some of the negative impacts of climate change.
However, many of these symptoms indicate that those effects will continue to worsen if
we continue with current models of production and consumption. There is an urgent
need to develop policies so that, in the next few years, the emission of of carbon
dioxide and other highly polluting gases can be drastically reduced. [26]
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